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1. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this paper and its successors is to prove the following result: 
MAIN THEOREM. Let G be a Jinite group with cyclic Sylow 3-subgroups. Let d 
be an element of G of order 3 and suppose that No((d)) = (H, r), where (hT)2 = 1 
for all h E H, H is abelian and 4 does not divide / H / . Suppose further that any 
simple group of order prime to 3 involved in G is isomorphic to Sz(r) for some Y. 
Then one of the following holds: 
(a) 3 diwides 1S(G)/ inwhich caseG is soluble and G = O,,,,(O,(G)) NJ(d)); 
(b) G/O,,,,(G) z SL(2,2”) for some integer n > 2; 
(c) G/O,,(G) s PSL(2, q) where q is a prime power, q > 5 and q = rt.5, 
17 OY jll (mod24); 
(d) G/O,,,,(G) z PSL(2, q) where q is a prime power, q > 5, q = i5 or 
17 (mod 24) and a Sylow 2-subgroup of O,,,,(G) has order 2; 
(e) G/O,,,,(G) s PSL(2, 7) E GL(3,2) and a Sylow 2-subgroup of O,,,,(G) 
is elementary abelian of order 8; 
(f) G/%,,(G) ES S,; 
(g) G has a subgroup K of index 2 such that G = KC,(d) and K/O,(G) g 
PSL(2, q) where q is a prime power, q > 5 and q z k-5 or k.7 (mod 24). 
The notation we use is mainly that of Gorenstein’s book [4]. In particular all 
groups are finite. In addition for any group G we denote by S(G) and F*(G) 
the largest soluble normal subgroup of G and the generalised Fitting subgroup 
of G, respectively. 
The layout of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we develop a preliminary 
result concerning the action of SL(2,2”) on 2-groups. Then we are ready to 
start the proof of the main theorem. We let G be a minimal counterexample and 
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prove in Section 3 that G is simple and has at most 2 conjugacy classes of 
involutions. Then we use these facts to obtain contradictions. The method 
generally employed is to construct Sylow 2-subgroups of G and then to use 
fusion arguments. 
The first construction of a Sylow 2-subgroup is to be found in Section 4. 
There the assumption is made that a certain 2-local subgroup is insoluble. This 
leads to the conclusion that either centralizers of involutions are of types to 
which classification theorems of Thwaites apply or there is a large 2-subgroup T 
which is weakly closed in its normalizer. The structure of the normalizer enables 
contradictions to be obtained by considering the fusion of involutions of Z(T). 
The effect of Section 4 is that we largely deal with soluble subgroups of G. 
The final sections of this paper are devoted to the construction of a Sylow 
2-subgroup of G. In Section 5 a 2-group Q is constructed and in Section 6 it is 
shown that N(Q) contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Q has properties which 
enable the fusion of its involutions to be controlled; these will be exploited in 
subsequent papers. 
At this point it is convenient to state two results which we shall require. 
THEOREM 1.1 [7, Theorem 2.1l.l Let G be a simple group with cyclic Sylow 
3-subgroups. Let d be an element of order 3 and suppose that NJ(d)) = (H, rj, 
where (hr)” = 1 for all h E H and H is an abelian group of odd order. Then G s 
SL(2, 2”) for some integer n 3 2 or G g PSL(2, q) where q is a prime power, 
q > 5 and q = A5 (mod 12). 
PROPOSITION 1.2 ([II, Lemma 3.11, cf. [6, Theorem 8.11). Let Q be a 
2-group and d an automorphism of Q of order 3 which acts fixed-point-freely on Q.
Then 
(i) Q is of class at most 2, 
(ii) if 1 Q: Q,, 1 = 2 then Qh = Q’ and 
(iii) if A is an abelian subgroup of Q then (A, Ad) is also abeliun. 
2. ACTION 0~ SL(2, 2”) 0~ ~-GROUPS 
THEOREM 2. Let K be a group with a normal 2-subgroup T such that K/T g 
SL(2,2”) for some integer n > 2. Let d be an element of K of order 3 and suppose 
that j C,(d)1 < 2. Then one of the following holds: 
(a) T is abelian and T = TI x T, where TI is the direct product of minimal 
1 This theorem for which no published proof exists has been superceded by more 
recent work on groups with no elements of order 6 by L. R. Fletcher, B. Stellmacher, and 
W. B. Stewart. See QUUY~. 1. Math. Oxford (2) 28 (1977), 143-154. 
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normal subgroups ofK of order 22n, T, u K and / T, 1 = 1, 2, 22n+r or 24n+1; 
(b) T’ = Q(T) = C,(d) # 1, j T/T’ 1 = 22nk for some integer k 3 2, and 
T[ T’ is the direct product of minimal normal subgroups ofK/ T’, each of order 22fl; 
(c) T’ # 1, T has a subgroup TOof index 2and 
6) To <I K 
(ii) T = T&‘,(d), 
(iii) TO is an elementary abelian group of order 22nk for some integer k > 2, 
except possibly when n = 2 and K/T,, s SL(2, 5). 
Note. If the group T, in part (a) is of order 2 2~+1 then, in the notation of [3], 
it is isomorphic to ME or ME, i.e. the unique elementary abelian group,which is a 
nonsplit extension of a trivial by a natural GF(2) SL(2,2”)-module or of a 
natural by a trivial module, respectively. If / Tz j = 24n+1 then T, has subgroups 
T, and T4 such that T, (3 K, T4 4 K, T4 < T, < Tz, T, E ME and T,/T, 2 
ME . 
Proof. This theorem follows from the proof of the main theorem of [3]. 
When n # 2 or 3 it is simply a special case of that theorem; when n = 2 or 3 
our condition that / C,(d)1 ,( 2 together with the restriction involving SL(2, 5) 
enables the necessary adjustments to be made to Section 5 of [3]. 
To do this, it should be noted that if 1 Tz 1 = 2 41?+1 there are no non-trivial 
bilinear maps 4: M x T, ---f M, ME x T, -+ M or T, x T2 -+ M with the 
property that ((a, b) 4) g = (ag, bg) d f orallgEG,bET2andaEM, MEor T,. 
For suppose 4: M x T, -+ M is nontrivial. Since T4 G M, the restriction of 4 
to M x T4 is trivial by Proposition 4.1 of [3] and therefore C$ induces a non-trivial 
bilinear map M x (T,/T,) + M. Since T2/T4 g ME this contradicts Proposi- 
tion 4.1 of [3]. The proof of the case ME x T, --+ M is almost identical. Now 
suppose +: T, x T, - M is non-trivial. Since T4 E M the results already 
established prove that the restriction of 4 to T4 x T, is trivial so that 4 induces 
a non-trival bilinear map (T,/T,) x T, + M. Since T2/T4 z ME this contra- 
dicts what we have already established. 
3. REDUCTION TO A SIMPLE GROUP 
We now begin the proof of the main theorem. Let G be a minimal counter- 
example and let us adopt the notation contained in the hypotheses of the theo- 
rem. In this section we prove: 
THEOREM 3. (a) G is simple; 
(b) 1 H j = 2k where k is odd, so that we may choose an involution (T in H; 
(c) G has at most 2 conjugacy lasses of involutions; 
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(d) if G has 2 con’u ac c asses of involutions then we may assume that g 1 g y 1 
is conjugate to rr but not to 7; 
(e) s = / Cc(u)\/\ Co(~)1 has theproperty that =$ < s < 2 or s = (2t + 1)/t 
OY s = t/(2t + 1) for some integer t. 
Proof. Suppose first hat O,(G) is not soluble. Then d acts on a section of 
O,(G) isomorphic to the direct product of copies of J%(r) for some r. If d 
normalises an &z(r) then d normalises a Sylow 2-subgroup T of Sx(r). Since 
1 T’ j = 1 T/T’ ] = Y = 22m+1 for some integer m it follows that C,(d) contains 
a group of order 4, which is a contradiction. Therefore d permutes copies of 
Sz(r) in threes. But then C,(d) involves &k(r) which is a contradiction. There- 
fore O,(G) is soluble. Theorem 1 of [2] now gives O,(G) = Oar,,(Oa(G)) 
(C(d) n O,(G)). The Frattini argument together with Theorem 5 of [2] now 
establish that G is simple. 
If (b) is false then H has odd order and Theorem I .l immediately applies to 
give a contradiction. The remaining parts of the theorem follow from [l, 
Theorem 21. 
4. REMOVAL OF INSOLUBLE CASES 
G has cyclic Sylow 3-subgroups. Therefore we may choose b such that (6) 
is a Sylow 3-subgroup of G containing d. Also there exists a (b, t)-invariant 
Sylow 2-subgroup R of O,(C(u)). (To see this, note that by [4, Theorem 6.2.21, 
we may choose a (b)-invariant Sylow 2-subgroup R of O,(C(u)). Then 
No,,(C(Oj)&R) contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of Oa(C(u)) (b, T), so that by a 
suitable conjugation in N((d)) we may assume that 7 E N(R).) Clearly u E R. 
We now prove: 
THEOREM 4. Let T be any (b, r)-invariant 2-subgroup of G containing R. 
Then N(T) is soluble. 
Proof. Suppose false. Then there exists a (b, T)-invariant 2-subgroup T of G 
such that R < T and N(T) is insoluble. Since u E R < T, N(T) is of type (b), 
(d) or (e) (by which we mean that N(T) has the structure described in conclusion 
(b), (d) or (e) of the Main Theorem). 
Choose a particular T as follows. If there is a T with N(T) of type (b), choose 
such a T of maximum order; if not and there is a T with N(T) of type (d) choose 
such a T of maximum order; which failing, choose a T with N(T) of type (e). 
LEMMA 4.1. T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of O,,,,(N(T)). 
Proof. Let TI be a (6, T)-invariant Sylow 2-subgroup of O,,,,(N(T)). Then 
Ti 3 T. By the Frattini argument N(T) = O,,,,(N(T)) (N(T,) n N(T)). So 
N(T,) is insoluble and therefore of type (b), (d) or (e). 
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If N( Tr) is of type (b) the choice of T forces Tl = T. If N( Tl) is of type (d), 
Tl E Z, , whence Tl = T. If N(T,) is of type (e), the choice of T forces N(T) 
to be of type (e) whence Tl = T E Vs . Thus Tl = T in all cases. 
LEMMA 4.2. If C(a) is soZubZe, N(T) is not of type (e). 
Proof. If N(T) is of type (e), T g Vs . Since R is (6, T)-invariant and 
u E R, R = (u) or R z I’s . By [4, Theorem 52.31, R = C,(d) x [R, (d)] = 
(u) x [R, (d)]. Thus R(T) = (u) x ([R, (d)] (T)). If C(u) is soluble, it is of 
type (a), whence C(o) = O,(C(u)) RN((d)). Thus (T is not a square in C(u) and 
hence not a square in G. But N(T) is of type (e) which forces (T to be a square in 
N(T). This contradiction establishes the lemma. 
LEMMA 4.3. N(T) is not of type (e). 
Proof. If N(T) is of type (e) then T g Vs and, as in Lemma 4.2, R = (u) 
or R= V,. 
By Lemma 4.2 C(u) is insoluble and therefore of type (b) or (d). If R = (u) 
this contradicts the choice of T. So R z Vs . This is clearly impossible if C(u) 
is of type (d) and also impossible if C(u) is of type (b), by Theorem 2. 
LEMMA 4.4. N(T) is of type (b). 
Proof. If not, then N(T) is of type (d). Since N((d)) contains no elements 
of order 4, iV(T)/O, (N(T)) g 2, x PSL(2, q) for some prime power q > 5. 
Also T = (u) so that N(T) = C(U). Thus C(U) = (u) x K, where K has a 
normal subgroup L of order prime to 2 and 3 such that K/L g PSL(2, q). Let 
Tl < K, Tl s V, . By Theorem 3 of [2], C,(T,) = 1. If q = 3 or 5 (mod 8) 
NK( Tl) s A, and Theorem 1 of [13] gives a contradiction; if q = 1 or 7 (mod 8) 
N,(T,) z S, and Theorem 2 of [13] gives a contradiction. 
LEMMA 4.5. / T 1 > 2. 
Proof. If 1 T 1 = 2 then C(u) = N(T). Since N((d)) contains no elements of 
order 4, C(u) = (u) x K where K has a normal subgroup L of order prime to 2 
and 3 such that K/L s SL(2,2”). 
Let 7’r be a Sylow 2-subgroup of K. Then C,( TJ = 1 by Theorem 4 of [2]. 
Therefore NJ Tl) = T(a) where ol is an element of order 2” - 1 acting regularly 
on T#. Theorem 1 of [13] gives a contradiction. 
Notation. Let 71 be chosen so that N(T)/S(N(T)) E X.(2,2”) and let S be a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of N(T) containing T(T). 
LEMMA 4.6. There exists an element x of N(T) and an involution a, of T such 
that x acts on S as an automorphism of order 2” - 1 with C,(x) = (al). 
Proof. An element of order 2* - 1 in SL(2, 2”) acts regularly both on the 
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non-identity elements of a Sylow 2-subgroup of SL(2,2”) and on the non- 
identity elements of a natural GF(2) SL(2, 2n)-module. By Theorem 2 we may 
conclude that N(T) I? N(S) contains an element x acting on S as an automor- 
phism of order 2” - 1 with C,(X) = C,(x) z Z, . 
Remark. We will now apply Theorem 2 to K = N( T)/O,,(N( T)) to elucidate 
the structure of T, noting that if 1M is a natural GF(2) SL(2, 2n)-module then 
/ C,(t)1 = / M lljz for any involution t in SL(2, 2”). 
LEMMA 4.7. If T satisfies Theorem 2(c) then T,, is weakly closed in S. 
Proof. Since N((d)) contains no elements of order 4, To is elementary abelian 
of order 22nk for some k > 1. Suppose there exists Tl such that Tl < S, Tl s T,, 
Tl # T,, . If Tl $ T let g E T,\T. Mod T, g is conjugate to 7 or UT. If 
1 T, n Z(T)1 = 2pnl it follows that j Tl n T, n Z(T)j < 1 C(T) n T,, n Z(T)/ 
< 2nr. By considering the intersection of T,, with each term of the upper central 
series of T we conclude that / Tl n T, i < 2n”. Since / S: T, 1 = 2n+1 we also 
have I Tl n T0 j 3 22nr--n-1. 
This contradiction means that Tl < T. Since / T: T, / = 2 it follows that 
T = T,,T, and 1 T: Z(T)1 < j T: To n Tl j < 4. Since Z(T) 4 N(T) we con- 
clude that T is abelian, contrary to hypothesis. So Tl does not exist. 
LEMMA 4.8. T does not satisfy Theorem 2(c). 
Proof. Suppose not and use Lemma 4.7. Since N(T)/(O,,(N(T)) T,,) E
Z, x SL(2,2”), N(T,) involves Z, x SL(2, 2n) and hence is of type (b). Thus 
T = T,(a) < O,,,,(N(T)). Th e maximality of T forces T to be a Sylow 2-sub- 
group of O,,,,(N(T,,)). This in turn forces N(T,)/O,,,,(iV(T,,)) g SL(2, 2n) z 
N(T)/O,,,,(N(T)). Thus S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of N(T,,). Since T,, is weakly 
closed in S it follows from Theorem 3(c) and the usual Burnside fusion argu- 
ment [lo, p. 9, Lemma 4.51 that T,, has at most 2 N(T,)-conjugacy classes of 
involutions. 
Now T,, n Z(T) < T,, since T is not abelian. Therefore all involutions of 
T, n Z(T) are conjugate in N( T,,) and all involutions of T,,\( T,, n Z(T)) are 
conjugate in N(T,,). Let 1 T,, n Z(T)] = 2 2nz where 1 < I < k. Then the number 
of involutions of T,\( T,, n Z(T)) is 2 2nz (2 2n(k-z) - 1). On the other hand, if 
t E T,,\(T,, n Z(T)), T,< C(t) so that I N(T,): (C(t) n N(T,,))I < 2n+1(22n - I)< 
22nz(22n(L-z) - I), which gives us a contradiction. 
LEMMA 4.9. If T is weakly closed in S then Z(T) * ME , the unique elementary 
abeliangroup which is a non-split extension of a trivial by a natural GF(2) SL(2,2”)- 
module. 
Proof. Suppose Z(T) G ME . By Burnside’s fusion argument, together 
with Theorem 3(c), Z(T) contains at most 2 N(T)-conjugacy classes of involu- 
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tions. Thus all elements of Z(T)\(a) are conjugate in N(T). It follows that, if 
t E Z(T)\(U), 1 N(T): (C(t) n N(T))/ = 2(2”” - 1). 
On the other hand let hbe an element of GF(29 of order 2” - 1 and let x, T, p 
be the elements 
ri ,“ll ’ r; iI ’ [: 3 
of ,X(2,2”), respectively. Then there is a basis of ME with respect o which x, 
7, p are represented by matrices of forms 
E + g. E i 81, E E 91, 
respectively (cf. [3, Proposition 2.11). From this we see that Z(T) has an (x)- 
invariant subgroup of order 2”+l on which p acts trivially. Since (pe”: i= 0, l,..., 
2” - 2) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of X(2,2”) it follows that 1 Z(S) n Z(T)/ > 
2n+l. Let t E (Z(S) n Z(T))\(a). Th en 1 N(T): (C(t) n N(T))/ < 22n - 1, 
which contradicts he result of the first paragraph. 
LEMMA 4.10. If T satisjies Theorem 2(a) then T is weakly closed in S. 
Proof. Let Tl < S, T,z T. If 1 T j > 22n+1 it is easy to show that Tl = T 
and that the lemma holds. Since / T 1 > 2 we may therefore assume that 
1 T [ = 22”+1. If T is not weakly closed we may suppose that Tl # T = Tlh for 
some h E G. 
By the remark before Lemma 4.7 1 CT(~)/ < 2”i+1. Since all involutions of 
X(2,2”) are conjugate 78 E TT, for some g E N(T). Then Tl n T < CT(+) 
whence Tl n T = CT(+) and / &(+)I = 2n+l. Thus UB E Tl n T so that 
<T, Tl , dg) < C(ug), i.e., (S, dg, 9) < C(ug). The structure of N(T) now gives 
N(T) < C(U~). But C,(d) = (u) and, by Lemma 4.6, C,(x) = (q). Therefore 
(T = u1 = uQ and N(T) < C(a). 
Since u = ug, T/(u) and T,/(u) are elementary abelian subgroups of S/<u> 
of order 22n and these are the only such subgroups (cf. [12, Proposition 5.41.) 
Thus x E N(T) n N( T,) and x acts on Tl as an automorphism of order 2” - 1 
with Crl(x) = (u) = C,(x). 
Now T = Tlh. Therefore xh E N(T) and xh acts on T as an automorphism of 
order 2n - 1 with C=(xh) = (uh). From the structure of N(T), uh = u, i.e., 
h E C(u). 
However, from above, N(T) < C(u). Therefore C(u) is of type (b) and T < 
S(C(u)) but Tl $ S(C(u)). Thus Tlh # T, which is a contradiction. 
LEMMA 4.11. T does not satisfy Theorem 2(a). 
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Proof. Suppose T satisfies Theorem 2(a). Then T = Tl x T2 where Tl, 
T, 4 N(T), Tl is the direct product of natural modules and / T, 1 = 2, 22n+1 
or 24n+1. T is abelian so that by Lemma 4.10 and Theorem 3(c) T has at most 
2 N( T)-conjugacy classes of involutions. Immediately we conclude that Tl = 1. 
Thus T = T, and has order 2, 22n+1 or 24n+1. By Lemma 4.5 1 T 1 = 22n+1 or 
24n+l. 
If 1 T / = 1 T, / = 24n+1 then, by the note to Theorem 2, T has a subgroup 
T3 4 N(T) with T3 g ME. Then all involutions of T3 outside its natural 
submodule must be conjugate in N(T). Thus 1 N(T): (C(u) n N(T))1 = 22n. 
However O,,,,(N(T)) (N((d)) n N(T)), which is of index 2+1(2n f 1) in 
N(T), centralizes 0. 
Therefore 1T j = 1 T, / = 2 2n+1. By the note to Theorem 2, T z ME or ME . 
If T s ME the argument of the preceding paragraph gives a contradiction; if 
T s ME we contradict Lemma 4.9. 
LEMMA 4.12. T satisjes Theorem 2(b), is weakly closed in S and is extra- 
special. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.8 and 4.11, T satisfies Theorem 2(b). It is easy to check 
that T is the unique subgroup of S isomorphic to T. This gives the weak closure. 
By Theorem 2 applied to Z(T), Z(T) = Tl x T, where Tl is the direct 
product of natural modules and T, = (0) or T, G ME. (Note that CJ E Z(T) 
and (u) = T’ 4 N(T), which rules out 1 T2 1 = 1 or 24n+1 or T, g ME.) But T 
is weakly closed so that Z(T) h as at most 2 N( T)-conjugacy classes of involutions. 
Therefore Z(T) = T, . By Lemma 4.9, Z(T) & ME. Thus Z(T) = (a), which 
makes T extraspecial. 
Notation. Let bars denote images under the natural map N(T) --f N(T)/(o). 
LEMMA 4.13. For i = 1 ,..., k T has subgroups Ni , Nil , Ni, of orders 22n+l, 
2n+1, 2n+1, respectively, such that 
(a) (T E Ni n Nil n Ni2 , 
(b) T=Er x *.. x rV,, 
(c) i?i G M, the natural GF(2) SL(2,2”)-module, 
(d) ms = Xii X N.2 3 
(e) 
-- 
S acts trivially on Nii, and NJN,, , 
(f) [g, h] E Ng for all g E mz and h E s\T. 
Proof. The natural GF(2) SL(2, 2n)-module M can be written as M, @ AI2 
with / M, 1 = I n/r, I= 2” and M2 = C&h,) for all a E GF(2”)\{0), where h, 
is the element [i “,I of SL(2,2”). Clearly h, acts trivially on M2 and on M/M, . 
Also [m, ha] E M,\{O} for all m E Ml\(O). 
Since {[i “,I : a E GF(2”)) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of SL(2,2*), S is a Sylow 
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2-subgroup of N(T) and T is a direct product of copies of M, the lemma follows 
immediately. 
LEMMA 4.14. For i = l,..., k Ni is elementary abelian. 
Proof. Since Ni 4 N(T) and NJ(a) g M, the transitive action of SL(2,2”) 
on M# implies that either Ni is elementary abelian or u is the only involution of 
Ni . In the latter case, T is quaternion which is impossible since NJ(o) z Vp . 
DEFINITION. Let t be an element of N,s\(u) for some i. (Note that t is an 
involution by Lemma 4.13.) 
LEMMA 4.15. 1 S: Cs(t)i = 2. 
Proof. Since Z(T) = (a), Z(S) = (0) and t 6 Z(S). By Lemma 4.13(e), 
t centralizes and so 1 S: C,(t)1 = 2. 
LEMMA 4.16. Q,(Z(C,(t))) = (t, a). 
Proof. Z(S) = (u). Since / S: Cs(t)j = 2 it follows that / Q,(Z(C,(t)))j <
1 sZl(Z(S))~z = 4. Since (t, u) < Qn,(Z(Cs(t))), the lemma holds. 
LEMMA 4.17. I’.JCJt)) = (u). 
Proof. s has class 2 [6, Theorem 8.21. So CAT(t) has class at most 2, forcing 
rdCs(t)) d Co>. Th ere ore, f if the lemma is false, Cs(t) has class at most 2 so 
that (G(t))’ < z(W)). 
Since I S: C,(t)/ = 2 we may choose elements g, , g, and 12 of CJt) such that 
gl E Nll\(u>, g2 E N,,\(a) and h $ T. BY Lemma 4.13 (f), [g, hl E K,\(u) and 
kz 9 4~ N,,\(u). 
However, g, and g, are involutions by Lemma 4.14. Since CJt) has class at 
most 2, [gl ,h12 = k12, 4 = 1 and k , h12 = k22, 4 = 1. So <k, hl, [gz ,hl> 
,< Q1((G@>)‘) G Ql(z(Gw>~ 
Since [g, , h] e(u) from above, Lemma 4.16 now yields [gr , h] = t or at. 
Since kl ,hl EN12 , it follows that t EN,, . A similar argument with g, gives 
tENz2. But N,, n N,, = (u). So we have a contradiction. 
LEMMA 4.18. C(u) = 02(C(u)) N(T). 
Proof. Since T’ = (u), we certainly have N(T) < C(a). It follows that C(o) 
is of type (b). Since T is weakly closed in S, S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. This 
forces C(a) to have the properties that C(u)/S(C(u)) g N( T)/S(N( T)) and T is a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of S(N(T)). Hence C(o) = O,(C(u)) N(T). 
LEMMA 4.19. Cs(t) is a Sylow 2-szrbgroup of C(t). 
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PYOO~. N(C,(t)) < C(a) by L emma 4.17. Since C(a) = Oa(C(0)) N(T), t is 
not central in a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(u). But CJt) is of index 2 in a Sylow 
2-subgroup of C(u). Therefore CJt) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of iV(C,(t)), whence 
the lemma. 
LEMMA 4.20. t is conjugate to 7 but not to (5. 
PYOO~. By Lemma 4.19, t is not conjugate to (T. Now use Theorem 3(d). 
LEMMA 4.21. Let t, and t, be elements of N,,\(a) and Nzz\(u), respectively. 
Then t, = tlg for some g E C(u). 
Proof. Lemmas 4.15 to 4.20 apply with t = t, or t, . By Lemma 4.20 t, and 
t, are conjugate in G. By Lemmas 4.16 and 4.19, (tl , u) and (tz , u) are the 
groups generated by the involutions of the centre of some Sylow a-subgroup of 
C(t,) and C(t,), respectively. Therefore there exists an element g of G such that 
t, = t,g and (tz, U) = (tl ,u)g = (tz, ug). Since T is extraspecial, t, and ut, 
are conjugate in T. Therefore u is the only involution of <tz , u> conjugate to u 
in G. So UY = u, i.e., g E C(u). 
We have now arrived at a contradiction. For, by Lemma 4.18, O,(C(u)) Nr 
and O,(C(u)) N, are normal subgroups of C(u) with intersection O,(C(u)) {u) 
and so it is impossible for t, and t, to be conjugate in the manner prescribed by 
Lemma 4.21. Theorem 4 is therefore proved. 
5. CONSTRUCTION OF THE ~-GROUP Q 
Let R be a (b, T)-invariant Sylow 2-subgroup of O&C(u)). By Theorem 4, 
N(R) is soluble. By the Frattini argument C(u) = O,(C(u)) N(R) and is there- 
fore soluble and of type (a). So C(u) = Os(C(o)) RN((d)). 
We will use maximization processes to prove the following result. 
THEOREM 5. G has a (b, r)-invariant 2-subgroup Q with the following pro- 
perties: 
(4 Q 3 R 
(b) N(Q) = OdN(Q)) QW(@)) n N(Q)), 
Cc) C(u) G WP n QMQ))h 
(d) if R is abelian then SCrV,(2) f ill ,02*(C(u)) = O,,(C(T)) = O,,(N(Q)) 
= 1 and C(U) < N(Q). 
Proof. We divide this into several cases. Lemmas 5.3, 5.4, and 5.8 together 
will prove Theorem 5. 
LEMMA 5.1. f R j > 2. 
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Proof. If j R [ = 2 then (a, T) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(u). It follows that 
a Sylow Z-subgroup of G is dihedral or semidihedral. By the Thompson Transfer 
Lemma all involutions of G are conjugate. Thus (a, T) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
G. Reference [14] gives a contradiction. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let T be a (b, -r)-invariant 2-subgroup of G containing R. Then 
N(T) is soluble with N(T) = O,,,,(N(T)) (N((d)) n N(T)) and j O,,(N(T))lis 
prime to 3. 
Proof. By Theorem 4, N(T) is soluble and therefore of type (a). If 3 divides 
j O,(N(T))I then 3 divides ] C(T)/ whence 1 T 1 = 2 contrary to Lemma 5.1. 
LEMMA 5.3. If u E R’ then Theorem 5 holds. 
Proof. We note first hat C(u) = O,(C(a)) RN((d)) = O,,(K) (N(R) n C(u)) 
where K = O&C(u)). By Th eorem 2 of [2], [R’, (d)] < O,(C(u)) so that 
O,,(K) < C([R’, (d)]). Since O,(K) certainly centralizes (u) = C,,(d), 
O,(K) < C(R) < C(R’ n Q,(Z(R))). The structure of C(U) now gives C(u) < 
N(R’) n N(R’ n l&(2(R))). 
Let Q 2 R be a (b, T)-invariant 2-group maximal with respect to C(u) < 
N(Q’) n N(Q’ n Q,(Z(Q))). Since u E Q’, N(Q’) is of type (a), (b), (d), or (e). If 
N(Q) is of type (b) then R, being (6, T)-invariant, is contained in O,~,,(N(Q’)) 
giving rise to a contradiction to Theorem 4. If N(Q) is of type (d) then C(u) 
is insoluble, which is not true. If N(Q) is of type (e) then Q’ r Vs and since Q 
is (b, T)-invariant 1Q: Q’ / < 4. But the latter makes Q cyclic, dihedral, semi- 
dihedral or quaternion, contradicting Q’ z V, . 
Thus N(Q) is of type (a). Therefore, if K = O,(N(Q)), we may let Q, > Q 
be a Sylow 2-subgroup of O,,,,(K) so that N(Q’) = O,(K) (N(Q,) n N(Q’)). 
Since u E R’ <Q; , a repetition of the argument of the first paragraph gives 
W?‘) < NQI) n WQ; n QMQJ)). Since C(o) < NQ’), Q1 = Q by maxi- 
mality. Since N(Q) < N(Q’) it follows that (Q, T) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
N(Q). By Lemma 5.2, N(Q) = O;l$V(Q))Q(N((d)) n N(Q)), as required. 
LEMMA 5.4. If u $ R’ and R’ # 1 then Theorem 5 holds. 
Proof. Let Q be a 2-group of maximal order for which there exists a (possibly 
trivial) group L of order prime to 2 and 3 such that 
(9 (6 T> < N(Q) n JW) 
(ii) R ,( Q ,< N(L) 
(iii) C(u) < <L WQC 
(Note that (i)-(iii) are satisfied with Q = R and L = O,,(O,,(C(u)).) 
SinceR’#l,Qf#l.IfQ>R,a~Z(Q);ifQ=R,u~Q’.Thusa~Q’n 
&(2(Q)) so that Q’ n $(2(Q)) = [Q’ n sZ,(Z(Q)), (d)]. By Theorem 2 of [2] 
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applied to LQ(d, T}, L < C(Q’ n sZ,(Z(Q))) so that by (iii), C(a) < N(Q’ n 
QdZ(Q>>>. 
Since 0 $Q’ n Q,(Z(Q)), N(Q’ n &(Z(Q))) is of type (a), (b), or (f). If it is 
of type (b) then R < Q < O,,,,(N(Q’ n sZ,(Z(Q)))), giving rise to a contradic- 
tion to Theorem 4. If it is of type (f) and Q0 is a Sylow 2-subgroup of O,,,,(N(Q’ n 
QdZ(QNN then Q. . 1 is e ementary abelian by Theorem 2. Since (b, T) < N(Q) 
we may assume that Q < QO(o). Then R = (QO n C(a)) (a), i.e., R is abelian. 
This contradiction means that N(Q’ n Q,(Z(Q))) is of type (a). 
Let Qi be a (b, T)-invariant 2-subgroup of O,,,,(N(Q’ n n,(Z(Q)))) containing 
Q and let L, = O,(N(Q’ n sZ,(Z(Q)))). Then it is easy to see that (i)-(iii) are 
satisfied with Q, L replaced by Qi , L, . Thus Qi = Q so that (Q, T) is a Sylow 
2-subgroup of N(Q’ n sZ,(Z(Q))) and hence of N(Q). Lemma 5.2 now yields 
N(Q) = @4VQ)) QW(<d)) n N(Q)), as required. 
LEMMA 5.5. If R is abelian then the centralizers of all involutions are 2-con- 
strained. 
Proof. C(a) is soluble and therefore 2-constrained. By Theorem 3 it is 
sufficient to consider C(T) under the assumption that 7 is not conjugate to (T. 
Then I C(T)~ is prime to 3. Also, since R is abelian, C(T) n C(U) has an abelian 
Sylow 2-subgroup. By hypothesis any simple 3’-group involved in G is isomor- 
phic to Sz(r) for some r. 
The outer automorphism group of Sz(r) has odd order. Therefore any auto- 
morphism of Sx(r) of order 2 is inner. Using this, it can be shown that no central 
product of perfect central extensions of groups Sz(r) for various r has an auto- 
morphism of order 2 whose centralizer has an abelian Sylow 2-subgroup. This, 
together with preceding paragraph, implies that F*(C(T)/O~(C(T))) = 
F(C(T)/O,(C(T))) = O,(C(t)/O,,(C(t))), so that C(T) is 2-constrained. 
LEMMA 5.6. If R is abelian and SCN,(2) = B then the centralizers of all 
involutions of G are soluble. 
Proof. As in Lemma 5.5 it is sufficient to consider C(T) when 7 is not con- 
jugate to (T. In these circumstances C( r is a 3’-group. So, to prove C(T) soluble, ) 
it is sufficient to show that a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(T)/(T) cannot involve a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of Sx(r). Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G containing a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of C(T). 
If 0 is a central involution then, since R is abelian, T has an abelian subgroup 
of index at most 2 and so does not involve a Sylow 2-subgroup of &k(r). So we 
may assume that 0 is not central. By Theorem 3(d), 7 is central. If SCN,(2) = o 
T is cyclic, dihedral, semidihedral, or quaternion [4, Theorem 5.4.101. By 
the Thompson Transfer Lemma all involutions of G are conjugate, forcing g 
to be central. Therefore SCN,(2) $I D. 
Suppose now that T contains exactly one normal subgroup W s V, and that 
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not all involutions of W are conjugate. Then W = (7, ur) for some involution 
or conjugate to (T. 1 T: CT(ol)I = 2 b ecause 0 is not central. Since (R, T) is a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of C(o) we may therefore now choose u E N((R, 7)) such that 
u2 E (R, T> and T, = (R, 7, u) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. If m(R) > 5, 
m(R n RG) > 3. But R n R* Q Tl and SCNa(2) = O. Therefore m(R) < 5. 
Since 1 R / > 2 and C,(d) = (u), m(R) = 3. Then !&([R, (d)]) G V4 and, if R 
is not elementary, sZ,([R, (d)]) = 52,((g*: g E (R, 7))) Q Tr . But all involutions 
of sZ,([R, (d)]) are conjugate under the action of (d). This contradicts our 
supposition about T. So R is elementary, i.e. R s V, . Thus T has order 32 and 
cannot involve a Sylow 2-subgroup of SX(Y). 
Because of having dealt with the special case contained in the preceding 
paragraph we can now turn to [9] to obtain the structure of T. A rather tedious 
calculation shows that T cannot involve a Sylow 2-subgroup of SZ(Y). 
LEMMA 5.7. If R is abelian then SCN,(2) # 0. 
Proof. If SCNa(2) = @ then, noting that R is an abelian subgroup of index 
2 in a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(o), Lemma 5.6 contradicts the main theorem of [8]. 
LEMMA 5.8. If R is abelian then Theorem 5 holds. 
Proof. We note that it is sufficient to prove parts (a), (b) and (d) because (c) 
is a consequence of (d). By Lemmas 5.5 and 5.7 and [5], O,(C(a)) = O~(C(T)) 
= 1. Hence C(a) = RN((d)) < N(R). 
Let Q 3 R be a (b, T)-invariant a-group maximal with respect to C(o) < 
N(Q). Then 0,4N(Q)) ,< C(Q) < C(R) n C(u). Hence O,+YQ)) < 024C(u>> 
= 1. By Lemma 5.2, N(Q) = O,(N(Q)) (N((d)) n N(Q)). The maximality of Q 
now gives Q = O,(N(Q)), which completes the proof. 
6. PROPERTIES OF Q 
THEOREM 6. Q is weakly closed in (Q, T) and (Q, 7) is a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of G. 
Proof. Since (Q, 7) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of N(Q) it is sufficient to prove 
that Q is weakly closed in (Q, r>. W e would remark that it is not possible in 
general (and especially when u #Q’) to prove that either Q is the unique sub- 
group of (Q, T> isomorphic to Q or 1 Q / is small. It is essential to use properties 
of G to establish that Q is weakly closed. 
LEMMA 6.1. If u E Z(Q) then Q is the unique subgroup of (Q, T> isomorphic 
to Q except when Q s Z, OY V, . 
Proof. We may assume j Q ] > 2. Suppose there exists a subgroup S of 
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(Q,r)withS~QandS#Q.LetQ,=QnSsothat/Q:Q,j=2.Letbars 
denote images under the natural map (Q, 7) -+ (Q, T)/(U). Then 1 Q: Q1 1 < 2 
and, since CO(d) = 1, Q = Q; by Proposition 1.2. 
Case I. o $Q’, Suppose o $ Q’ and let K be the inverse image of Q in Q. 
Then K = Q‘(U) = Q;(u). Since u $ Q’, Q’ = Qi . Since Q’ E S’ and Q; < S’ we 
also have S’ = Q; = Q’.ThusQ = S’. Now j CO,O(b)j < 1 Q/Q’il/” sinceC&d)= 1. -- - -, 
So I UJQ’ : < I Q/Q P*. S ince 1 Q: Qi j =z 2 it follows that [ Q/Q’ [ < 4. There- 
fore, Q is dihedral, semidihedral, or quaternion. But C&d) = 1. So $ g V,, and 
Q gg V8 . 
Case II. (T E Q’. Suppose (J E Q’. Then o E Q1 and, since &’ = Q; , Q’ = 
Q;(u). If o E S’ then Q’ < S’ and hence Q’ = S’. By a repeat of the calculation 
in Case I we conclude that Q z V, . Thus Q E Qa . Let x, y E Q be such that 
Q = (x, y) and X’ = X, 7’ = ~7. Then (Q, 7) z D, and has (x, 7) and (x, ?} 
as the only 2 subgroups isomorphic to V, . Since 0 E S’, S- V, so S = (55, T). 
But then S = (x, T) g Qs , a contradiction. 
So (T $ s’. In particular u $ Q; so that 1 Q’: Q; 1 = 2. Thus I S’: Q; 1 = 2 and 
1 s’: Q’ 1 = : S’: Q; 1 = 2. Thus modulo Q’, S’ has order 2. 
We may write S = (Q1 , hi) f or some h E Q. If tildas denote images under 
the natural map (Q, T) + (Q, 7)/Q’ we have 
l&I I s P2 
= 2 [ C(j(?), 2 2 - 
Since j S’ 1 = 2, i & / ljz < 4 i.e. IQ/Q’ 1 < 16. Since C,,,(d) = 1, / Q/Q’ 1 = 4 
or 16. If 1 Q/Q’ 1 = 4 it follows that Q g Qa . But then (0) = Z((Q, T)) so 
(CT) 4 S. Since S G Q, (u) = Z(S) = S’, contradicting o $ S’. So 1 Q/Q’ 1 = 16. 
Since Co(d) = 1, Q has class at most 2 by Proposition 1.2. So & has class at 
most 2. Thus r,(Qr) < (u). But (T $Q; so that F,(Q1) = 1 and Q1 has class at 
most 2. Thus Q; < Z(Q1). Since u E Z(Q), Q’ = Q;(u) < Z(QI). Since 0 E Q1 
and / Q: Q1 1 = 2, Q, # Q1” and hence Q’ < Z(QJ impliesQ’ < Z((Q1 , Q1”)) = 
Z(Q). So Q has class at most 2. 
Now j Q j > 4 since Q/Q’ = 16. Since 1 S / = 1 Q 1 it follows from [6, Theo- 
rem 8.11, that if Q has class 2 S has class at least 3, contradicting S z Q. So Q 
is abelian. Hence Q’ = (u) so that 1 Q I = 32. Since o $ Q; we also have Ql = 1. 
Then Q1 n Q1” < Z((Q1 , Qrd)) = Z(Q). So 1 Q: Z(Q)1 < 4. Since d normalizes 
Z(Q), I Q: Z(Q)1 = 4 so that I Q1 (7 Q1” j = / Z(Q)[ = 8 and Z(Q) E V, . 
We may now choose x E Q1 such that Q1 = (Z(Q), x). Then Q = Z(Q) U 
(Z(Q) x) u (Z(Q) xd) u (Z(Q) xd2). Since Q is non-abelian Q contains elements of 
order 4. Thus x has order 4 and Qi z Z, x Z, x Z, . So G,(Z(Q1)) = G$(Z(Q)). 
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Since S # Q there exists h EQ such that hr E S. Since hr acts on Z(Q) as T, 
~,(.Z(QJ) n C(hr) c V, . This means, first, that h7 $2(S) so that Z(S) G 
Q n S = Q1, and second, that &(2(S)) = sZ,(Z(Qa)) n C(h7) E V, . But 
S z Q and from above &(2(Q)) E P’s, so we have a contradiction. Thus, in 
Case II, Q is the unique subgroup of (Q, T} isomorphic to Q. 
LEMMA 6.2. If u $2(Q) and 1 i&(Z(Q))l > 4 then either 
(a) Q is weakly closed in (Q, T), or 
(b) Q has an elementary abelian subgroup Q,, of index 2 such that QO is weakly 
closed in (Q, T), Q,, = [Q, (d)] and N(Q,) is of type (f). 
Proof. Step I. Je((Q, T)) G Q. Suppose not. Then there exists an 
elementary abelian subgroup A of (Q, T) of maximum possible rank with 
A 4 Q. Then A n QMQ)) G C~,(~d4. Since u # Z(Q), C+dd) =l 
so that m(Csa,cz(o))(~)) d am(a,(Z(Q))). Now (A n Q) S,(Z(Q)) is elementary 
abelian and therefore m(A) 3 m((A n Q) Q,(Z(Q))) = m(A n Q) + m(Q,(Z(Q))) 
- m(A n Q@(Q))> 3 m(A) - 1 + +++(Z(Q)>). Thus WW(Q))) < 2, con- 
trary to hypothesis. 
Step 11. Wd<Q, 7))) is of type (4, @I, or (0 Since Jd<Q, T>) -G 9, 
Je(<Q, 7)) = Je(Q) and so contains QMQ)). Thus N(Je(<Q, 7))) is of type (a) 
(b), or (f). 
Step III. The cuse when N(],((Q, T))) is of type (a) or (b). Since Q is 
(6, T)-invariant it follows that, in this case, Q G O,(N(J,((Q, T)))) and that 
hT ‘+ WWJd<Q, 7))) f or any h EQ. Since N(<Q, 7)) < WJe((Q, 7))) we 
conclude that N((Q, T>) \( N(Q). Thus (Q, T) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
Now suppose S is a subgroup of (Q, T) and S = Qg for some g E G. Since 
I(Q, 7): S I = 2, S 4 (Q, T). By the B urnside fusion argument S = Q” for 
some h E N((Q, T)). But N((Q, T)) d N(Q) from above. So S = Q, i.e. Q is 
weakly closed in (Q, T). 
Step IV. The caSe when iV(Je((Q, T)) is of type (f). In this case let Qs = 
Q n 02,,&V(Je((Q, T)))). Since Q d N(JJ(Q, T))) and is (b, T)-invariant, 
/ Q: Q,, 1 = 2 and Q0 = [Q, (d)]. Since u $Qs , Theorem 2 implies that Q,, is 
elementary abelian. Hence Q,, = je((Qr T)) and part (b) of the lemma holds. 
We now consider the case when 1 Q,(Z(Q))l = 4. In this case there is an ele- 
ment P of QG’(Q>) such that (p} = Q,(Z((Q, T))). 
LEMMA 6.3. If j Q,(Z(Q))l = 4 then I C(o): C(a) n C(p)1 = 3. 
Proof. Since 1 sZ,(Z(Q))j = 4, u @Z(Q) so that Q > R and Q’ # 1. Since Q’ 
is d-invariant, Q’ n sZ,(Z(Q)) = sZ,(Z(Q)). By Theorem 5, we conclude that 
C(o) G JV(&ii(Z(Q))). Since <Q, T) G C(p) and d $ C(p) the lemma follows 
immediately. 
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LEMMA 6.4. If I sZ,(Z(Q))i = 4 then p z’s not conjugate to u and 1 C(p): 
C(u) n C(p)1 = 4. 
Proof. Since cr $2(Q), Q > R. Since d acts on Q and R, / Q: R 1 >, 4. So a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of C(p) (which has order at least I(Q, ~>l) has order at least 4 
times the order of a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(u). So p is not conjugate to (T. By 
Theorem 3, p is conjugate to 7. We also have [ C(p): C(u) r\ C(p)1 = 4K for some 
positive integer k. Then 
I C(T)1 I C(P)1 4k zz- 
I CWl I C(4 = 3. 
By Theorem 3, k = 1 as required. 
LEMMA 6.5. If / Q,(Z(Q))l = 4 then C(p) is soluble. 
Proof. Since j C(p): C(a) n C(p)~ = 4, C(p) has a normal subgroup K < 
C(a) n C(p) such that C(p)/K is isomorphic to a subgroup of S, . Thus C(p)/K 
is soluble. But K < C(a) which is soluble. We conclude that C(p) is soluble. 
LEMMA 6.6. If / sZ,(Z(Q))i = 4 then / Q: R I = 4, R 4 Q and (Q, T) is a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 6.4, 1 Q: R / > 4. However (Q, 7) < C(p). 
By Lemma 6.4, I Q: R 1 = 4. Since N,(R) is d- invariant, it follows that R 4 Q. 
Lemma 6.4 also implies that (Q, T> is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(p). Since 
I(Q, T)[ > l(R, T>I it follows from Theorem 3(c) that p is a central involution 
so that (Q, T) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
LEMMA 6.7. If 1 S,(Z(Q))l = 4 then 9 does not divide IG I 
Proof. p is not conjugate to o and therefore 3 does not divide I C(p)1 . Since 
C(D) contains a Sylow 3-subgroup of G, the result follows immediately from 
Lemma 6.3. 
LEMMA 6.8. If / sZ,(.Z(Q))l = 4 then O,,(C(a)) = O,,(C(p)) = 1 and 
O,,(N(T)) = 1 for any 2-subgroup T of G. 
Proof. By Lemma 6.6, R u Q so that SZ,(Z(R)) u (Q, 7). Since SZ,(Z(R)) > 
(0) x &(2(Q)), / SZ,(Z(R))j > 8. But (Q, T) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G by 
Lemma 6.6. Therefore SCNa(2) # 0. [5] now gives O,,(C(a)) = O,(C(p)) = 1. 
Let t E L$(Z(T))#. Then t is conjugate to D or p and so C(t) is soluble. Now 
O&V(T)) < C(t) so that O,(N(T)) < O&V(T) n C(t)). But O,$V(T) n 
C(t)) < O,,(C(t)) by a standard argument (cf. [lo, p. 901). So O,,(iV(T)) = 1. 
48I/S4/2-9 
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LEMMA 6.9. If ! J2r(Z(Q))/ = 4 then (C(U), C(p)) < N(R) = N(Q) = 
QW@)). 
Proof. By Lemma 6.8, C(a) = RN((d)) so that C(a) < N(R). Then, since 
R u Q, N(R) = O,(N(R)) N((d)) = QN((d)) = N(Q). Also, by Lemma 6.4, 
C(P) = (C(u) n C(P)> Q> < N(Q). 
LEMMA 6.10. If 1 L$(Z(Q))I = 4 then Q is weakly closed in (Q, T). 
Proof. Let S be a subgroup of (Q, r) with S = Q” for some g E G. Since 
I(Q, T): S j = 2, S d (Q, T). But (Q, T} is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G by Lemma 
6.6. By Burnside’s fusion lemma S = Qh for some h E N((Q, T)). 
Now (p) = G,(Z((Q, T))). So h E C(p). By Lemma 6.9, h E N(Q). Thus 
S = Q and Q is weakly closed in (Q, T}. 
Lemmas 6.1, 6.2, and 6.10 establish that Q is weakly closed, with certain 
exceptions. We now deal with the exceptions. 
LEMMA 6.11. If Q has an elementary abelian subgroup Q,, of index 2 such that 
Q,, = [Q, (d)] and N(Q,,) is of type (f) then R is abeZiun and 1 C(d)1 = 6. 
Proof. Q = Q,,(u) so that R = Coo(u) (a), which is abelian. By Theorem 5 
C(o) < N(Q), O,(N(Q)) = 1 and N(Q) = QN((d)). Thus odd order subgroups 
of C(d) act faithfully on Q and hence on Qa , since Q = Q,,(U) = [Q, (d)] (u). 
But N(QJ is of type (f) and the centralizer of an element of order 3 in A, has 
order 3. Therefore 1 C(d)/ = 6. 
LEMMA 6.12. Q does not have an elementary abelian subgroup Q,, of index 2 
such that Q0 = [Q, (d)] and N(Q,,) is of type (f). 
Proof. If not then, by Lemma 6.11, R is abelian and / C(d)/ = 6. By Theo- 
rem 5, O&C(u)) = 1 so that C(u) = R(d, T), giving I C(u)1 = 6 I R I . 
Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of N(Q,,) containing Q,,(u) and let p E Q0 n 
LJ1(Z(T))#. Then C(p) > T and 1 T j = 8 1 Q,, 1 = 4 / Q 1 . Since u does not 
centralise Q,, , Q > R so that, by the action of d, I Q: R I > 4 forcing I T / > 
16 1 R I and j C(p)1 = 16k j R / for some positive integer k. Then I C(p)//1 C(u)1 
= 8k/3, which contradicts Theorem 3. 
LEMMA 6.13. Q$Z,. 
Proof. Since Q > R this follows from Lemma 5.1. 
LEMMA 6.14. If Q s V, then Q = R, R is abelian and 1 C(d)1 = 6. 
Proof. If Q E V, then Q < C(u) so that Q = R and R is abelian. As in 
Lemma 6.11 odd order subgroups of C(d) act faithfully on Q, whence 1 C(d)1 = 6. 
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LEMMA 6.15. If Q g V, then there is an involution p in [R, (d)] n Z(R(T)) 
which is a square. Furthermore o is not a square so that p is not conjugate to o. 
Proof. [R, (d)] g V, and [R, (d)] (T> s D, . The existence of p follows 
immediately. Also, since R E V, , (J is not a square in C(a) and therefore not a 
square in G. 
LEMMA 6.16. If Q z V, then Q = (a, p, pd) and (a, p, T) are the only 
maximal elementary abelian subgroups of Q(r). Both are isomorphic to V, . 
Proof. Obvious. 
LEMMA 6.17. If Q- V, then C(a) n C(p) = R(T) and 1 C(p): C(u) n C(p)1 
=kwherek=1,2,4,50~7. 
Proof. Let k = ! C(p): C(u) n C(p)1 . By Lemma 6.14 and Theorem 5, 
C(U) = R(d, T) so that C(a) n C(p) = R(T) and j C(p)l/l C(o)1 = k/3. Theo- 
rem 3(e) now yields k = 1,2, 3,4, 5,6,7 or 9. To complete the lemma note that 
p is not conjugate to u so that 3 does not divide / C(p)1 . 
LEMMA 6.18. If Q E V, then C(p) is soluble. 
Proof. By Lemma 6.17, / C(p)1 is divisible by at most 2 primes. 
Notation. If Q z V, and k = 5 or 7 let M 4 C(p) be of maximal order 
subject to M < C(u) n C(p), let N 4 C(p) be such that N/M is a non-trivial 
minimal normal subgroup of C(p)/M and let bars denote images under the 
natural map C(p) + C(p)/M. 
LEMMA 6.19. If Qr V, and k = 5 OY 7 tke-n C(p) = N(C(a) n C(p)), 
1 fl I = k and C-&m) = m. 
Proof. An easy deduction from Lemmas 6.17 and 6.18. 
LEMMA 6.20. If Q g V, and k = 5 or 7 then 1 C(p)/N 1 < 2. 
Proof. By Lemma 6.19, C(p)/N acts faithfully on m, Z, or Z, . Thus 
either the lemma is true or C(p)/N E Z, . In the latter case Lemma 6.17 implies 
that R(T) has Z, as a homomorphic image. But R(T) = (u) x (pd, T) E 
Z, x D,. 
LEMMA 6.21. 1fQ z Vs then k # 5. 
Proof. If k = 5, N has an element x of order 5. Since R is abelian Theorem 5 
implies that O,,(C(p)) = 1 so that x acts faithfully on M. Therefore M has an 
elementary abelian section on which x acts fixed-point-freely. Thus I M j >, 16. 
But 1 C(U) n C(p)1 = I R(T)~ = 16 and R(T) is not abelian. So k # 5. 
LEMMA 6.22. If Q E V, then k # 7. 
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Proof. If k = 7 the argument of Lemma 6.21 yields that N contains an 
element x of order 7 and that M has an elementary abelian section of order 8. 
Since I C(a) n C(p)1 = / R(T)! = 16 either M = R(T) or IMz Vs. In either 
case Lemma 6.16 implies that x normalizes either (a, p, p”) or (0, p, T). Since 
x $ C(U), x acts regularly so that u and p are conjugate, contrary to Lemma 6.15. 
LEMMA 6.23. If Q E V, and G has a subgroup Q1 such that j Q1: Q(T) = 2 
then Q = (u, p, pa) and (u, p, T) are the only subgroups of Q1 isomorphic to V,; 
they are interchanged by every element of Q1\Q(r>. 
Proof. Clearly Qi < N(Q(T)). Also Q(T) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of N(Q). 
By Lemma 6.16 every element of Q~\Q(T) interchanges Q and (a, p, T). 
Suppose now that V < Ql , V g V, , V < Q(T), Let v E V\Q(T>. Clearly 
Q(T) n V g V,, so that, by Lemma 6.16, Q(T) n V < Q or (u, p, 7). Since v 
centralizes Q(T) n V but interchanges Q and (u, p, T) it follows that 
Q(T) n I/ < (a, p) and therefore Q(T) n V = (a, p), forcing z, E C(u), which 
is impossible since R(T) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(u). 
LEMMA 6.24. If Q s V, then k = 1 or 2. 
Proof. By Lemmas 6.17, 6.21, and 6.22 we must eliminate k = 4. If k = 4 
there exist groups Qr and Qa such that / Qs: Q1 / = 1 Qi: Q(T)~ = 2. By Lemma 
6.23 there exist elements of Qs\Qr which normalise Q. This is impossible since 
Q(T) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of N(Q). 
LEMMA 6.25. If Q g V, then k = 1. 
Proof. Suppose not. Then k = 2 and G has a subgroup Qi satisfying the 
hypotheses and conclusions of Lemma 6.23. Since we now have 1 C(p)1 = 
21R(T)/and/C(u)l -3/R(7)l d an since G has at most 2 classes of involutions 
p is a central involution and Qi is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. By Lemma 6.23 
SCNa(2) = ia, contrary to Theorem 5(d). 
LEMMA 6.26. Q g V, . 
Proof. If Q g V, then by Lemma 6.25, C(p) = C(u) n C(p) = R(T). So 
R(T) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(u) and C(p). S ince u is not conjugate to p and G 
has at most 2 classes of involutions, R{T) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
Now ~,(Z(R(T))) = (CT, p). Therefore involutions of (a, p) conjugate in G 
are conjugate in N(R(7)). Now N(R(T)) < N((u, p)), R(T) < C((u, p)) and 
R(T) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Also R(T) = (a) x (pd, T) E Z, x D, SO 
that <p> = (x2: x E R(T)>. Therefore N(R(T)) < C((u, p)), which gives us that 
U, p and op lie in different G-conjugacy classes, contrary to Theorem 5. 
By examining Lemmas 6.1, 6.2, 6.10, 6.12, 6.13, and 6.26 we see that we 
have proved Theorem 6. 
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